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Chapter 1

Executive Summary

We describe research areas within economics that could contribute to ad-

dressing the challenges of transformative AI development and deployment.

1.1. AI Governance: Designing Optimal Policies

The governance and market design of advanced, general-purpose AI sys-

tems spans numerous areas. First, we explore the challenge of safely devel-

oping transformative AI. This includes (i) directing AI advancement through

an amalgamation of subsidies and restrictions, (ii) cultivating an effective

ecosystem for AI development, e.g., through oversight, competition rules,

and information-sharing regimes, (iii) addressing the unique dual-use mar-

ket failure in AI development, and (iv) analyzing the AI input supply chains

to eventually improve it to ensure safe and beneficial AI development. Sec-

ondly, we discuss the safe and beneficial deployment of transformative AI,

considering aspects such as safe implementation, the sharing of TAI bene-

fits, and the economics of AI evaluations. Third, drawing an analogy from

how estimates of the social cost of carbon have refined discussion and pol-

icymaking, AI forecasts and models could likewise enhance AI policy. We
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summarize economic research questions aiming to improve the forecasting

of AI capabilities, e.g., coding or strategic planning abilities, and AI-associated

risks, e.g., misuse scenarios.

1.2. AI Controllability: Designing Aligned AI

Making general-purpose AI systems do reliably what humans want can ben-

efit from a profound understanding of human behavior and incentive sys-

tems. We proceed with a general introduction of the controllability prob-

lem targeted at economists. Second, we introduce a framework to assess

the value of AI training processes and AI training goals. Third, we summa-

rize main research areas within AI controllability. Fourth, we outline vari-

ous economics research areas within AI controllability research, including

AI conflict, prediction market design, and causality models.



Chapter 2

Governance Research

We analyze an array of research areas within the economics of AI gover-

nance.

Table 2.1: A summary of all AI governance themes covered in this chapter.

AI development

Technology regulation

AI industry ecosystem

Competition

Information sharing

Organization structures

Democratic oversight

AI dual-use market design

AI inputs/supply chain

Compute

Data

Algorithms

AI deployment

Safety

Benefit sharing

Algorithm/AI assessments

AI forecasting
AI capabilities

AI risks

First, we explore the challenge of safely developing transformative AI.

This includes guiding technological advancement through a mix of subsi-
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dies and restrictions, creating an effective ecosystem for AI development,

treating the development issue as a unique dual-use market failure, and an-

alyzing the AI input supply chain. We are particularly excited about more

research because of the complexities of the threat models and the seem-

ingly stark trade-offs (e.g.if AI is open-sourced, it could be misused more

but might also lead to less inequality).Secondly, we delve into the safe and

beneficial deployment of transformative AI, considering aspects such as safe

implementation, the sharing of TAI benefits, and the economics of AI evalu-

ations. Third, we summarize the forecasting of AI capabilities.

2.1. AI Development Challenges

We introduce various facets of the governance and economics of AI develop-

ment, summarize the existing literature (albeit academic work is often miss-

ing), and outline open research areas.

2.1.1 Shaping Technology Paths

Technology paths can be shaped through subsidies or rules. Some existing

literature on the AI development path includes:

• Jones (2023) discusses whether we should develop AGI now, never, or at

some future time when we’re economically well-off enough to switch it

off if needed. Acemoglu and Lensman (2023) analyze how technologi-

cal adoption should be slowed down if one learns about the risk levels

over time.

• Well-developed agreed-upon international advanced monitoring eval-

uation regimes (i.e., defining what safe and socially beneficial AI would

https://web.stanford.edu/~chadj/existentialrisk.pdf
https://economics.mit.edu/sites/default/files/2023-07/Regulating%20Transformative%20Technologies.pdf
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look like and only deploying and developing such AI systems) could in-

centivize safe and beneficial AI development (Liang et al. 2022, Shevlane

et al., 2023).

• Shavit (2023) outlines a potential AI development compute monitor-

ing mechanism. Countries would monitor the computing hardware

used for large neural network training. This includes on-chip firmware,

training run information storage, and the scrutiny of the chip supply

chain. This proposal raises numerous verification questions about data

center governance, the definition of effective compute use, and effec-

tive punitive schemes.

• Throughout history, humans have restricted the development, use,

or proliferation of certain powerful technologies, such as bioweapons,

laser technology, or human cloning. Past governance mechanisms could

inform our approach to AI governance.

Selected Research Questions

• When exactly should society ban certain types of AI development or

deployment, at least temporarily? When should it be open-sourced or

closed?

• What are efficient ways of guiding technology paths to be most welfare-

enhancing?

• How to enforce AI rules even among the non-believer states?

2.1.2 AI Industry Ecosystem

This section considers what structural changes could make the AI devleop-

ment more beneficial. Competition and Merging

https://arxiv.org/abs/2211.09110
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.15324.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.15324.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.11341
https://verfassungsblog.de/paths-untaken/
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• Cooperation Clauses: In the OpenAI Charter, the organization com-

mits to cease competition and assist any value-aligned, safety-conscious

competitor who is close to achieving Artificial General Intelligence (AGI).

Is this strategy beneficial? How should it be implemented and enforced?

• Monopoly and Competition: How should the competition landscape

be governed?

Information Sharing

• What information-sharing regimes, e.g., for safety (and capability)

insights, are optimal? See, e.g., Solaiman (2022). As of June 2023, it

appears that most AGI labs decided not to share any AI capabilities in-

sights to avoid races or proliferation: see Anthropic, Google, as well as

capabilities insights missing from OpenAI’s GPT-4 paper.

Organization Structure

• What is the ideal organizational structure for developing TAI? At Ope-

nAI, the NGO Board has the last decision-making authority; Anthropic

is a public-benefit corporation; and Google DeepMind is part of Alpha-

bet, a public company. Siegmann (2023) proposes one vision.

Democratic Oversight

• If decisions about technology development are political ones (and not

just normal consumer products), how can people influence AI devel-

opment? How can this be done internationally? For instance, should

the monopoly on AI safety (versus capabilities work) be entrusted to

an international body like CERN? How could this be achieved? See,

e.g., CIP (2023).

https://openai.com/charter
https://www.arxiv-vanity.com/papers/2302.04844/
https://www.anthropic.com/index/core-views-on-ai-safety#:~:text=Capabilities%3A%20AI,art%20is%20smaller.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2023/05/04/google-ai-stop-sharing-research/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2303.08774.pdf
https://www.charlottesiegmann.com/blog/the-truly-public-multinational-firm
https://cip.org/alignmentassemblies
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2.1.3 AI Dual-Use Market Failures

We discuss whether AI is a dual-use good different from other goods and

what, if at all, this might mean for market design.

AI is a dual-use technology like nuclear, biological, and chemical tech-

nologies. It can be used to advance well-being and, in the wrong hands,

cause much harm. AI can be used to deliberately cause physical harm, be

deployed as a persuasive technology (e.g., for marketing, election campaign,

social engineering, or subliminal manipulation), and impersonation, which

could also erode potential institutions, and be used for advanced surveil-

lance. And AI is already being treated as such. In 2022, the US government

put some NVIDIA chips on the export control list. They now need a special

license to export it to China. However, NVIDIA aptly found ways around the

export control restrictions.

AI differs from previous dual-use technology in three ways:

1. Players: Unlike other dual-use technologies, many more actors are in-

volved in AI development, which is mostly organized within a profit-

seeking market.

2. Shareability: AI is much easier to copy and share. One can take a copy

of a model, and the original owner may not even notice. That is differ-

ent from nuclear technology or biotechnology.

3. Specificity of security threat: In the case of AI, the security threat is

less well-understood and could come from a much greater variety of

actors and pathways. For instance, most are worried about authoritar-

ian or unsafe governments in the case of uranium enrichment. In the

case of AI, the security threat could come from many: the own govern-

ments through surveillance technology, other governments, terrorists,

or reckless or negligent users and scientists.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dual-use_technology
https://www.techtarget.com/searchenterpriseai/news/252524511/Nvidia-now-needs-special-license-to-export-AI-chips-to-China
https://foreignpolicy.com/2023/06/21/china-united-states-semiconductor-chips-sanctions-evasion/?tpcc=onboarding_trending
https://www.theverge.com/2022/11/8/23447886/nvidia-a800-china-chip-ai-research-slowed-down-restrictions
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In the past, the governance of dual-use technology often just included bar-

ring bad actors from accessing the technology. This seems much harder in

the case of AI.

Selected Research Areas

• What is the dual-use aspect? Humans are also dual-use, which does

not necessarily mean the labor market has any problems?

• TAI market design: further explore how a good market design of AI

as a dual-use technology would look like. Work in this area could also

better understand whether a dual-use market failure exists.

• Previous dual-use technology market failures and solutions: What

can be learned from them, and how were they fixed?

2.1.4 The Economics of AI Inputs

To understand the economics of transformative AI and to guide AI respon-

sibly, it might be helpful to study the economics of AI inputs and relevant

industrial policy.

The main inputs to AI development are data, algorithms (e.g., algorith-

mic efficiency increases or neural architecture design), and computational

resources (short: compute, including AI-specialized chips). Talent and cap-

ital are needed to create all of the above inputs. The data economy has been

studied in economics (though we are not aware of much concerning gener-

ative AI or LLMs).

For now, we will focus on the economics of compute and leave the eco-

nomics of algorithms for future introductions.1 Small silicon chips have

been playing an increasingly important role in our economy over the last

1For instance, under what conditions should algorithms be deleted? See Khan (2023)
and Riley (2023).

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3459796
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3459796
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/05/03/opinion/ai-lina-khan-ftc-technology.html
https://cyberscoop.com/ftc-algorithm-disgorgement-ai-regulation/
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70 years (Miller, 2021). The largest AI training runs use specialized compute

hardware (e.g. so-called AI accelerators).

The complex political economy of AI compute supply chain: The de-

velopment of cutting-edge chips is relatively centralized and faces immense

demands (Miller, 2021). Moreover, among others, China, the US, and the EU

are subsidizing chip development and industry (Verwey, 2019). The US in-

dustrial policy strategy also includes the attempted decoupling of the supply

chain between China and the US. China supports the development of data

centers in Africa through the Belt and Road Initiative.

The compute industry and supply chain setup and soft-regulation can

improve AI governance and AI outcomes. Notably, the shape of the AI sup-

ply chain can determine the speed, incentives, and location of advanced AI

development. Compute can be used to govern AI development. For in-

stance, Jensen et al. (2023) analyze compute pricing as a strategy for in-

ternalizing AI externalities. Moreover, the supply chain could also directly

change the features of AI development, e.g., how it protects IP.

2.2. AI Deployment Challenges

2.2.1 Safe Deployment

If a company develops a powerful AI system with abilities in strategy, coding,

and manipulative persuasion that far exceed those of human experts, what

should the company do (Karnofsky, 2022)? Should they deploy the AI? Give

it to a state? Give it to the UN?

https://www.simonandschuster.com/books/Chip-War/Chris-Miller/9781982172008
https://www.simonandschuster.com/books/Chip-War/Chris-Miller/9781982172008
https://cset.georgetown.edu/publication/understanding-chinese-government-guidance-funds/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/08/09/fact-sheet-chips-and-science-act-will-lower-costs-create-jobs-strengthen-supply-chains-and-counter-china/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Chips_Act
https://www.usitc.gov/publications/332/journals/chinese_semiconductor_industrial_policy_past_and_present_jice_july_2019.pdf
https://cset.georgetown.edu/publication/decoupling-in-strategic-technologies/
https://cset.georgetown.edu/publication/decoupling-in-strategic-technologies/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2302.11436.pdf
https://www.longtermresilience.org/post/response-to-the-uk-s-future-of-compute-review-a-missed-opportunity-to-lead-in-compute-governance
https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.05966
https://www.cold-takes.com/racing-through-a-minefield-the-ai-deployment-problem/
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2.2.2 Benefiting and Redistribution

Companies such as Anthropic, OpenAI, and Google DeepMind want to cre-

ate AI systems able to replace most of the human labor force. If they succeed,

this may have immense political and economic consequences, influencing

labor income inequality and the labor share.

Some policies have been proposed to deal with such potential transfor-

mation. For instance, the Windfall Clause is a proposed ex-ante commit-

ment by AI companies to donate a substantial portion of any exceptionally

large profits they generate in the future. These large profits are defined as

those that could not have been created without the capabilities of transfor-

mative AI. The Windfall Clause was proposed to partially address employ-

ment and income inequality effects and stabilize societal relationships dur-

ing a potential time of turmoil as we transition to TAI.

Other proposals include a universal basic dividends (see, e.g., the Amer-

ican pension funds), sovereign wealth funds (see, e.g., Alaska’s provident

fund), and common ownership of computational resources (compute) to

address inequality from TAI.

Selected Research Areas

• Forecasting: How will TAI affect the labor market? What determines

how ownership, redistribution, and technology access will be shaped?

• Labor Policies: What policies should be implemented during the tran-

sition to TAI to mitigate the effects on human workers? In a context

where current employees cannot retrain, how will the capital and own-

ership, e.g., over computational resources, be reallocated? How should

capital be redistributed in the long run?

• Power Diffusion: What mechanisms can be implemented to sufficiently

diffuse power to ensure decentralization of power?

https://techcrunch.com/2023/04/06/anthropics-5b-4-year-plan-to-take-on-openai/
https://techcrunch.com/2023/04/06/anthropics-5b-4-year-plan-to-take-on-openai/
https://www.nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w30172/w30172.pdf
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.3982/ECTA19815
https://www.governance.ai/research-paper/the-windfall-clause-distributing-the-benefits-of-ai-for-the-common-good
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2.2.3 Research and Evaluation of the Algorithmic Economy

As more algorithms become entrenched in our society, it becomes impor-

tant to empirically study the effects on humans, society, and politics, as has

already been done, e.g., in the case of polarization. A better understanding

of the societal effects of the algorithms allows policymakers and AI engineers

to react. In the following, we exemplify this with the potentially performa-

tive effects of prediction technology. We argue that the algorithmic economy

requires thicker well-being metrics but, luckily, also enables new preference

elicitation tools, enabling new kinds of outcome variables.

Exemplifying the need for greater theoretical understanding: Advanced

prediction technology and self-fulfilling prophecies. Some AI technology

can be framed as reducing the cost of prediction and increasing its quality.

What are the unintended side effects of prediction technology (if the predic-

tion itself changes the outcome)? If someone predicts Katy to become an

A student or be unemployed, this itself may change the probability of her

becoming an A student or being unemployed (self-fulling or self-defeating

prophecy). What should be done? How should technology be deployed? See

the footnote for real and fictional examples.2

2Real-world examples: Criminology and police forces have always used models to pre-
dict crime. What’s changing now? Models are designed to, e.g., predict where crimes will
occur and by whom, but they are more trusted and becoming better. This raises questions
for us today about self-fulfilling prophecies (if poor areas are predicted to have a higher
rate of crime, then there will be more police officers there, and a significantly greater pro-
portion of, for example, impoverished cannabis consumers compared to wealthy cannabis
consumers will be arrested), see Noble (2018) and O’Neil (2016). This raises questions about
what it would mean to use and design predictive technology for a fairer and better society,
not just in the short run, but also when we consider how the prediction itself will change so-
ciety and alter the underlying social fabric. Economists refer to this as self-fulfilling prophe-
cies. This phenomenon has also been studied and defined in the field of machine learning
as auto-induced distribution shifts, e.g., for social media algorithms. As a fictional exam-
ple, Steven Spielberg’s film, Minority Report, deals with similar themes, such as the reckless
and overconfident deployment of prediction technology, human trust in the technology,
the very political question of what will be predicted and what not, and the phenomenon of
self-fulfilling prophecies.

https://jsteinhardt.stat.berkeley.edu/blog/recsys-deepdive
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The algorithmic economy requires and enables thicker outcome/well-

being measurements. The measurement or approximation of welfare with

metrics such as happiness reports or GDP is a contested and regularly mis-

understood topic. Without debating under what conditions which approx-

imations are useful, it is important to point out that LLMs enable scientists

to measure much thicker ways of the good life and well-being and enhance-

ments on a large scale. One can condition chatbots to do high-quality quali-

tative interviews with many humans (a prompt-engineered QualitativeInter-

viewerGPT) and use that to learn from a greater group of humans how they

would like to redesign their life. Such research methodology can now be de-

veloped and responsibly implemented in a high-quality way. Moreover, as

algorithms actually optimize for metrics in contrast to human institutions,

Goodhart’s law needs to be taken much more seriously.3 This is another rea-

son Stiglitz et al. (2018) have argued that we need to give up on metrics that

supposedly can track everything.

2.3. Forecasting Research

Understanding the AI future involves predicting capabilities, e.g., coding or

strategic planning, and risks, e.g., dangerous capabilities, misuse scenarios,

and deployment conditions. We summarize the mostly non-academic liter-

ature in both areas.

Predicting the ordering and timing of AI development and deployment

may help society make the best policy decisions. It allows policymakers to

take preemptive measures, such as regulating AI or creating directed tech-

nological change through subsidies and rules. In that way, AI forecasting

3However, we think this worry has also lost a lot of teeth within the LLM paradigm. Such
perilous maximization is probably the right way to think about outcome-based RL, but it is
not clear that these will be the failure modes as we remain within the RLHF + LLM paradigm.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prompt_engineering
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goodhart%27s_law
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/deliver/9789264307292-en.pdf?itemId=/content/publication/9789264307292-en&mimeType=pdf
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Figure 2.1: Sevilla et al. (2023)’s aggregated data on the exponential in-
crease in the computation used in the biggest AI training runs over the past
decades.

efforts can be analogous to climate forecasting efforts. Climate change fore-

casts and assessments, such as Nordhaus’ DICE model, improved mitigation

and adaptation measures. However, the development of AI also does not

serve as a perfect analogy as AI development might be faster, less quantifi-

able, and less predictable, and there will likely remain much more scientific

disagreement than in the case of the climate crisis.

2.3.1 AI Deployment and Development Forecasting

Predicting when certain AI capabilities will emerge and how they will be

deployed—for example, when AI will be able to generate billions in profits

or pass the Turing test—could improve policy decisions. Various research

efforts contributed to such forecasting. EpochAI reviewed the literature esti-

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DICE_model
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DICE_model
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turing_test
https://epochai.org/blog/literature-review-of-transformative-artificial-intelligence-timelines
https://epochai.org/blog/literature-review-of-transformative-artificial-intelligence-timelines
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mating transformative AI timelines. William Nordhaus and follow-ups model

whether the world is approaching an economic singularity. Geoffrey Hinton

made AI risk and capability predictions. Beraja et al. (2023) studied the ex-

port and global diffusion of AI surveillance technology.

AI takeoff refers to the time between the development or deployment of

AI that has human-level skills and the development or deployment of super-

human AI. Some argue that AI progress will accelerate enormously once AI

systems are as good as current AI engineers at coding and AI research. If this

fast development occurs, any social preparation or safety work must happen

in advance. Davidson (2023) estimated such AI takeoff speeds using semi-

endogenous growth theory, concentrating on computational resources as

the key input for AI. More rigorous academic economic modeling may dras-

tically improve takeoff and development speed estimates.

Figure 2.2: Sun et al. (2022) document the FLOP/s cost trend over time.

AI Automation and Productivity forecasts. Bailey et al. (2023) have ar-

https://epochai.org/blog/literature-review-of-transformative-artificial-intelligence-timelines
https://epochai.org/blog/literature-review-of-transformative-artificial-intelligence-timelines
https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/mac.20170105
https://www.openphilanthropy.org/research/could-advanced-ai-drive-explosive-economic-growth/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rGgGOccMEiY
http://davidyyang.com/pdfs/aitrade_draft.pdf
https://www.alignmentforum.org/posts/Gc9FGtdXhK9sCSEYu/what-a-compute-centric-framework-says-about-ai-takeoff
https://policycommons.net/artifacts/4140107/machines-of-mind/4948605/
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gued for a productivity boom from AI in the coming years or the next decades.

Brynjolffsson et al. (2023) and others have provided very early evidence

of the productivity, education, and income inequality effects of generative

AI. In theory, more advanced LLMs resembling human experts may replace,

augment or enhance many workers that could work remotely.4

2.3.2 AI Risk Forecasting

With greater insight into potential risks from AI—including misuse, labor

market impacts, misalignment, and accidents—society can determine the

best technology and public policy pathways. The need to better understand

threat scenarios has been stressed in Congress. Economic research can con-

tribute to understanding the dynamics that may shape the future, e.g., Han-

son (2016). Stuart Russell and Andrew Critch model and classify potential

societal risks. Yoshua Bengio, Holden Karnofsky, and Ajeya Cotra also de-

scribe various threat scenarios.

4See Brynjolfsson et al. (2023) for estimates of US remote workers.

https://www.nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w31161/w31161.pdf
https://edition.cnn.com/2023/06/21/tech/schumer-ai-plan/index.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Age_of_Em
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Age_of_Em
https://arxiv.org/abs/2306.06924
https://yoshuabengio.org/2023/05/22/how-rogue-ais-may-arise/
https://www.cold-takes.com/how-we-could-stumble-into-ai-catastrophe/
https://www.lesswrong.com/posts/pRkFkzwKZ2zfa3R6H/without-specific-countermeasures-the-easiest-path-to
https://ideas.repec.org/p/nbr/nberwo/31193.html


Chapter 3

Technical Controllability and

Alignment Research

This section discusses the intersection of economics and AI controllability

research, broadly referring to AI value alignment (aligning the AI’s goals and

behaviors with human values) and AI safety (preventing a system from im-

pacting its environment in an undesirable or harmful way).

Making general-purpose AI systems do reliably what we want can ben-

efit from a profound understanding of human behavior and incentive sys-

tems. First, we introduce the controllability problem targeted at economists.

Second, we introduce a framework to assess the value of AI training pro-

cesses and AI training goals. Third, we summarize the main research areas

within AI controllability. Fourth, we outline various economics research ar-

eas within AI controllability research, including AI conflict, prediction mar-

ket design, and causality models.

The reader is invited to skip to the sections that are most relevant to

them. This section assumes some knowledge of deep learning and AI. To

learn more, we recommend the further readings list and the glossary.

17

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AI_alignment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AI_safety
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3.1. Difficulty of AI Controllability

The AI industry may build superhuman strategic AI agents. AI systems

that create text, video, code, and pictures, known as ‘generative AI,’ are be-

ing developed. This development has enabled AIs to become more inde-

pendent and agentic. For example, Auto-GPT can break down goals into

sub-tasks and use the internet and other tools to carry them out, and Large

Language Models (LLM) placed into robots have similarly exhibited agentic

behavior. We focus on alignment and control problems that could arise as AI

researchers build more and more capable, human-like, and agentic AIs, and

society uses them to automate more and more of the economy. The footnote

discusses the definition of an AI agent.1

The controllability challenge can be divided into goal misgeneralisa-

tion and reward/goal misspecification. Goal misgeneralization refers to

the failure mode where the AI behaves undesirably in novel situations. The

program competently pursues an undesired goal that leads to good perfor-

mance in training situations but bad performance in novel test situations

(Shah et al., 2022; Langosco et al., 2022). Next, we discuss goal misspecifica-

tion.

3.1.1 Goal Misspecification

It is just hard to specify what we want. This is the case in the deep learning

paradigm, where the AI systems are mostly black boxes. Consider the myth

of King Midas. Midas wished that everything he touched would turn to gold,

but he was horrified to discover that this included his food and his wife. His

intended goal could be described as some prespecified objects I touch will

1In terms of an agency definition, we think one should roughly describe the AI as an
agent if this is the best way of making sense of and predicting its behavior, see Daniel Den-
nettt’s intentional stance for this approach to defining agency.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Auto-GPT
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/group/autonomous-systems-group-robotics/articles/chatgpt-for-robotics/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/group/autonomous-systems-group-robotics/articles/chatgpt-for-robotics/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2210.01790
https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.14111
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Midas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Midas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intentional_stance
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turn to gold. For instance, the goals of many current AI systems are mis-

specified as to what humans actually want. In the current paradigm of deep

learning, it seems to be an unsolved problem to design systems to predict

outcomes of individuals (grades, incarceration, social benefits, etc.) without

reproducing past and current injustices and fulfilling all fairness conditions.

As a hypothetical future example, consider a sophisticated AI system with

the goal of ‘estimating a high number with as high confidence as possible.’

This AI might realize that it could increase its confidence in its estimate by

using all of the world’s computing hardware to check and re-check its calcu-

lations. It could conclude that it will be better able to achieve its specified

goal by releasing a biological superweapon to eliminate humanity, granting

it unrestricted access to all hardware resources.

Goal misspecification can be caused by reasoning mistakes and observ-

ability limitations. Goodhart’s Law states that "when a measure becomes a

target, it ceases to be a good measure." AI engineers may have chosen a goal

for the AI program that strongly correlates with, but is not identical to, the

desired outcome. For example, a very advanced AI system may be trained

to reduce the number of reported crimes. Due to its superhuman problem-

solving abilities, it will notice that it is more efficient to threaten humans

not to report crimes rather than actually to reduce the number of crimes. It

can also happen because the desired goals are less observable or measur-

able, leading developers to use more observable or measurable proxies. For

instance, the author would personally prefer a Facebook recommendation

algorithm that makes me the kindest, most well-rounded human in the long

term rather than one that maximizes their engagement in the short or long

run.

Giving good reward signals becomes much harder when the agents be-

come more capable than the supervisor. Right now, human judgment can

give good reward signals, e.g., to make AIs do backflips and Large Language

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goodhart%27s_law
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models to act in an honest and helpful question through human feedback,

see RLHF and RLAIF). However, human reward signals may get it system-

atically wrong once the AI system is sufficiently strategic and capable. The

main control problem may only emerge once AI systems are sufficiently ad-

vanced.

AGI may be illusory or deceptive. The AI may be trained to do what looks

good to humans rather than what we would actually find good. In addition,

a chatbot may simulate a misaligned deceptive AI in the future, which can

become very dangerous (Hubinger et al., 2023). We observe similar phe-

nomena already with current cutting-edge models. In general, an apparently

well-behaved AI model may not actually do what we want it to do. The pro-

gram could be deceptively aligned: that is, it may behave well in the training

environment, knowing that it is being monitored and assessed, but pursue

other goals when it is deployed (Shah et al., 2022). Aligned and deceptive

agents would both perform well in the training environments, but their be-

havior would differ in novel situations after deployment.

The principal-agent problem may serve as an analogy for the control-

lability challenge. Hadfield-Menell and Hadfield (2018) discuss whether the

contracting problem serves as a useful analogy to the AI value alignment

problem. We think the analogy does illustrate the difficulty of the value

alignment problem: Finding a specification of the goal that is robust and ac-

curate over the entire space of possible states of the world is hard—similar

to the problem of incomplete contracting. But it hasn’t helped us so far as

a model for understanding and solving the value alignment problem. We

discuss this more in the footnote.2

2We remain uncertain about the analogy’s effectiveness, primarily because we believe
there are more fitting conceptual models for understanding the alignment problem. The
principal-agent problem most closely resembles reward misspecification in that both sce-
narios present challenges due to 1) incomplete monitoring, 2) the inability to specify all
states owing to unawareness or bounded rationality and time limitations in training, 3) un-
observable objectives (such as fundamental happiness), and 4) human errors. The last point

https://papers.nips.cc/paper/2017/hash/d5e2c0adad503c91f91df240d0cd4e49-Abstract.html
https://arxiv.org/abs/2212.08073
https://www.cold-takes.com/why-ai-alignment-could-be-hard-with-modern-deep-learning/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.00805
https://arxiv.org/abs/2210.01790
https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.04268
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3.2. Framework for AI Training Processes

This section provides an excursion. The section can be skipped. We intro-

duce i) a framework for evaluating the value of a particular AI training pro-

cess, ii) desirable training goals, and (iii) approaches to contributing to safer

AI.

A training process describes a particular engineering problem that cre-

ates an AI system, that is, the inputs (e.g., computational resources) and the

outputs (a probability distribution over the potential behavior of the AI sys-

tem). The training goal refers to the desired behavior of the AI system. The

developers have an intended training goal in mind: they might want to cre-

ate an obedient, intelligent AI assistant, such as GPT-4 or a protein folder.

They then attempt to design a training process that creates such an AI sys-

tem (often using neural networks).

3.2.1 Training Process Evaluation Framework

We discuss how one could evaluate the value of a particular training process

using five factors; see the footnote for a more general framework.3

has been explored as “sycophancy". However, there are significant differences between the
principal-agent and reward misspecification problems, for instance, the ability to train the
AI to adjust its heuristics and preferences, and the constraint of rewarding the AI only in
advance. In some aspects, AI training resembles a re-education camp for prisoners, where
deceptive behaviour may arise, or training may fail to adapt to a new environment (e.g.,
the world outside the prison). While we believe we can create more accurate models, the
mindsets and skills derived from studying contracting problems may still prove valuable.

3Let gi, where i ∈ I, be a possible description of the AI’s behavior (a training goal). We
can now describe a particular training process by:
p(gi): the probability that a certain training goal. gi is realized in the training process.
ws(gi): the welfare the supervisor gets from using a system with goal gi (this includes the

potential costs during inference time).
wo(gi): the welfare others get if the supervisors use the system with goal gi.
c: the cost used for training the system.
Notice that if wo(gi) > (<)0, we have positive (negative) externality issues that will likely

not be fully internalized either way. Conversely, if wo(gi) < 0, we have negative externality
issues. In addition, no matter how good a training process is for all if c is too high, it will

https://cdn.openai.com/papers/gpt-4.pdf
https://www.deepmind.com/research/highlighted-research/alphafold
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Training process success Likelihood that the AI will end up with the training goal

Training failure damage Expected damage if the AI does not have the training goal

Training process costs Costs of executing the training process (e.g., compute costs)

Training goal desirability for soci-
ety

Expected benefits and costs if an AI with the training goal is
deployed

Training goal desirability for the
user

Expected benefits and costs for the user4

3.2.2 Promising Training Goals?

We do not know what the most promising training goals would be in the

medium to long-term. Hypothetical training goals that may generate safe

and competitive AI systems (and the industry should aim for) include:

• Building AIs that forecast the future (oracles)

• Developing narrow tools rather than general-purpose AI systems

• Making obedient AIs (intent-aligned AI assistants)

• Building very intelligent AI systems to learn how they represent knowl-

edge, then using that knowledge ourselves and switching off the AI

3.2.3 Kinds of Beneficial Research

We discussed how to evaluate existing complete training processes and what

potentially promising training goals could look like. This section describes

how research projects can improve training processes.

• Enable training processes for training goals that were previously not

possible. For instance, one could enable the training of AI scientists

instead of AI agents.

likely not be used (in the absence of strong regulation).
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• Reduce the training failure damage (similar to the fail-safe concept

from nuclear technology). Imagine an AI designed to autonomously

develop vaccines for a range of viruses that works in 99% of cases. If, in

the remaining 1% of cases, it outputs nothing, that’s merely annoying;

but if it outputs a deadly virus that’s indistinguishable from a vaccine,

that’s catastrophic. Researchers could come up with processes to avoid

such catastrophic training failures.

• Increasing training process success. With checks and balances, e.g.,

one could avoid the deceptiveness of AI systems.

• Enable the (socio-)technical evaluation of AI systems before deploy-

ment. If one had better testing tools and development evaluations,

one could better evaluate the value and risks of deploying a particular

AI system.

3.3. Technical Research Areas

Major research fields within AI controllability include scalable oversight, in-

terpretability, and alignment theory.5

3.3.1 Scalable Oversight

Scalable oversight refers to leveraging AIs that are more capable than hu-

mans to oversee and align other AIs. Scalable oversight researchers study

how to effectively monitor such intelligent agents and adapt as these agents

evolve. The crux of scalable oversight is ensuring that more intelligent agents

can competitively oversee one another without them colluding. Another

5Other techniques that have been proposed to align neural networks (but also make
them more capable) include reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF) and in-
verse reinforcement learning.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fail-safe
https://papers.nips.cc/paper/2017/hash/d5e2c0adad503c91f91df240d0cd4e49-Abstract.html
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challenge is adequately breaking down tasks into smaller subtasks. The re-

search field consists of conceptual work, such as iterated amplification, and

empirical work, where (for example) AIs are trained to criticize each other’s

output or debate the right answer to various questions. See also this overview

paper and measurement of scalable oversight. Scalable oversight techniques

may be used to prevent deceptive alignment, for example. One open ques-

tion is how to prevent advanced AI systems from colluding with each other.

Game theory combined with AI research may provide insights.

3.3.2 Interpretability

AI interpretability is like “digital neuroscience." It involves studying the in-

ternal cognition of large language models (LLMs). The hope is that inter-

pretability will help us to audit the internal cognition of AI models, allow-

ing us to provide training feedback based on the models’ reasoning process

rather than just the outcomes (which may allow one to get more correct an-

swers or filter out deceptive reasoning). Interpretability research looks for

concrete features implemented in neural networks and attempts to design

alternative neural networks that are more interpretable. Interpretability re-

search can also partially be done by the models themselves. Caspar et al.

(2023) provide a critical overview of the field.

3.3.3 Alignment Theory

(includes microeconomic theory and econometric theory)

This area aims to make conceptual progress on what AI alignment means

and how to approach it. One such research area within alignment theory

is Eliciting Latent Knowledge (ELK). A very advanced prediction model will,

by default, only predict the variable you trained it to predict, usually one

that we have data inputs or sensors. However, one could develop techniques

https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.08575
https://openai.com/research/debate
https://arxiv.org/abs/2211.03540
https://arxiv.org/abs/2211.03540
https://docs.google.com/document/u/0/d/1Wa7BT4I3Zc5VtIg1Z6DQE-3MQNzij1g4lNbITnPVU1w/edit
https://www.alignmentforum.org/posts/rCJQAkPTEypGjSJ8X/how-might-we-align-transformative-ai-if-it-s-developed-very
https://arxiv.org/abs/2212.03827
https://arxiv.org/abs/2212.03827
https://transformer-circuits.pub/2022/in-context-learning-and-induction-heads/index.html
https://transformer-circuits.pub/2022/toy_model/index.html
https://openai.com/research/language-models-can-explain-neurons-in-language-models
https://openai.com/research/language-models-can-explain-neurons-in-language-models
https://openai.com/research/language-models-can-explain-neurons-in-language-models
https://openai.com/research/language-models-can-explain-neurons-in-language-models
https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.13243
https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.13243
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WwsnJQstPq91_Yh-Ch2XRL8H_EpsnjrC1dwZXR37PC8/edit
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to extract implicit information from a prediction model about events that

aren’t observable but that the model has saved in its “world model".6 Such

information could be important for humans, as it could significantly affect

their assessment of the situation and decision-making.

3.4. Economics and Controllability Research

Areas

AI controllability is an interdisciplinary field involving among others math,

computer science, and philosophy. Some AI controllability problems could

benefit from academic economists’ skills and expertise, including economic

theory modeling, mechanism design, and econometric theory.

AI cooperation and conflict

Conditional Prediction market design

Causality models and theory

Multi-agent training and game theory

AI preference elicitation and social choice

3.4.1 Designing AIs That Competently Navigate Conflict

If we develop several advanced AIs, problems may arise when they con-

flict. The situation may differ from human agents because AIs are much

faster and may have significantly more commitment power. That is, they

could commit to future actions as a function of others’ behavior. They could

change their source code or use reinforcement learning to train themselves,

and perhaps they can credibly communicate their commitments to others.

6For an LLM, this would be the combination of the memory and all current activations.
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A world with high-commitment agents might be much better than the al-

ternative since such agents would be better able to (for example) cooperate

in prisoner’s dilemma-like situations. At the same time, such agents could

make ill-advised, incompatible long-term commitments due to time pres-

sure. If both agents have a lot of commitment power, committing before

the other agent does may be preferable, i.e., there may be a first-mover ad-

vantage. Miscoordination, mistaken beliefs/games off the equilibrium path

may be very undesirable.

Selected Research Areas

• How can we model and understand this commitment race problem?

How should we categorize various failure modes?

• What commitments, norms, or Schelling points would lead to outcomes

in which AIs do not make rationalizable but risky commitments early

on?

• What commitments should be pre-programmed into an AI system?

• How can we not only avoid bad commitment races and make AIs that

cooperate if desirable?

3.4.2 Incentivizing Predictive Models

In the current paradigm, strong next-token predictors can be used to pre-

dict the next token for input involving words, video, audio, or any other

kind of sensor. They could be used to forecast the future states of such sen-

sors conditional on different events, including actions, and enhance human

decision-making (Hubinger et al., 2023).

For instance, the usual proper scoring rules work only in contexts where

a) one’s prediction does not change which action will be taken and b) pre-

dictions don’t change what future prediction questions will be given to the

https://www.alignmentforum.org/posts/brXr7PJ2W4Na2EW2q/the-commitment-races-problem
https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.00805
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model. Both conditions may be violated in the case of predictive models.

For instance, if trained on the proper scoring rule, the AI may be trained to

change its predictions such that the future becomes more predictable (i.e.,

any prediction question has a probability very close to 0 or 1) or predict fixed

points, events that become ture after their prediction (Osterheld et al., 2022;

Othman and Sandholm, 2010).

• What are the consequences of performativity/reflexivity, and what to

do about it? How to reliably use and reward a superhuman predictor?

3.4.3 More Economics & AI Controllability Areas

We briefly mention various other areas at the intersection of economics and

alignment or controllability research.

• The frame of causality can be used to study AI controllability; see,

e.g., Everitt et al. (2023) for an introduction and Carey et al. (2023) for

an example.

• Multi-agent AI training scenarios: In various AI training regimes, sev-

eral AIs work together (sometimes with humans) to reach the desired

outcome. How can we understand their interactions? How can we en-

sure that they hold each other accountable and that there isn’t any un-

desired collusion?

• Preference elicitation and social choice theory: How can the advanced

AI systems or agglomerates be aligned to the whole society once they

can be aligned to individual users? Suppose very advanced AI systems

can automate most human labor. How should they be used to elicit hu-

man preferences and combine them to make society-wide policy deci-

sions or recommendations? Advanced LLMs themselves could support

such preference elicitation.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2305.17601
https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~sandholm/decision%20rules%20and%20decision%20markets.AAMAS10.pdf
https://www.alignmentforum.org/s/pcdHisDEGLbxrbSHD
https://arxiv.org/abs/2301.02324

